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Most fans tune into the Super
Bowl in hopes of catching a
good football game--and not a
reality medical show. As the
Steelers and the Cardinals
dress for Sunday's game, they
may see locker room posters
with the reminder, "See what
you hit." Spearing, or headdown contact poses a serious
health threat.
Each time a player uses his
head or helmet to make first
contact with another player, he
(AP)
risks paralysis from a cervical
spine injury. It doesn't matter if you're carrying the ball, blocking or
tackling. Spearing is risky business. Just ask Reggie Brown, who was paralyzed
after an unintentional spear. Or Dennis Brown who was involved in a spear of his
own teammate.
Spearing was banned in American football in 1976. The unique nature of the
spearing penalty underscores the health risk. Most penalties protect one player
from another; spearing penalties protect players from themselves. The threat of
the spearing penalty neutralizes the player's temptation to give the team a
competitive advantage with head-down contact.
More than half of catastrophic injuries in sports are cervical spine injuries. Cspine injuries have been reported in most contact sports as well as skiing, track
and field, diving, surfing, power lifting and equestrian events. C-spine injuries
may occur in one in ten football players, most commonly in linemen and
defensive players. Injuries occur in all levels of play, from the high school to the
professional level. Fortunately few of these injuries result in long-term damage.
Players and fans will keep their heads up for while is certain to be an exciting
game.
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From the game to the commercials, whether
you're traveling to Tampa or hosting your own
party, Examiners have Super Bowl XLIII covered!
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More from Seattle Doctor- Patient Examiner
Brazilian model dies of infection: Victim of microbial
terrorism
January 25, 2:40 PM

1 comment
Mariana Bridi is a victim of microbial terrorism. There are no
human terrorists at play; the only humans in the story are the good guys. The
doctors and nurses who worked so hard to save her life. This vibrant 20-year-old
model... Read More
Topics: current events , infection

Bartering: a new tool for family caregivers
January 24, 2:53 PM

3 comments

... Read More
Topics: current events , caregiving
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Tips to lower prescription costs in 2009: Part 1 of 5
January 24, 2:24 PM

2 comments
As you tally your prescription medication costs for 2008, you
may wonder if what's ahead for 2009. Here are some tips to help you reduce
medication costs. Tip #1: Review your medication list with your doctor and make
sure you still need all... Read More
Topics: current events , health care costs , medication

Penile fracture, broken penis: Fact or fiction?
January 23, 6:34 PM

1 comment
If you caught last night's episode of Grey's Anatomy, you might
wonder about whether broken penises are fact or fiction. It's fact. A broken penis
is just as real as a broken arm. The victim may not hear the snap because of the
searing... Read More
Topics: current events
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Are you making a difference in the world? President Obama extended an
invitation to service in yesterday's inauguration address. The tens of millions of
Americans caring for aging parents, or partners or friends facing illness or
disability... Read More
Topics: current events

Holiday gifts for family caregivers and their loved ones
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You may be caring for loved ones who are wondering what to do about gifts this
holiday season. They may be house bound or struggling to pay their
bills. Consider exchanging the gift of stories. Just say, "Could I put in a request...
Read More
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How to avoid colds and flu this holiday season
December 2, 6:04 PM

1 comment
If cold and flu viruses could talk, they might be sharing
celebratory cheer about this year's chance to do the thing they do best--create
more copies of themselves. They can't reproduce on their own. Instead they first
infect a host--that... Read More

Best myths about aging bodies: I’m the Energizer
Bunny
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Your body will not stay young forever. Some myths about how bodies age lead
to choices that do not serve you well. Myth #1: The doctor can fix anything that
breaks.Myth #2: I'm the Energizer BunnyYou might know people who try to
tirelessly... Read More

Best myths about aging bodies: Taking care of my
aging body is my doctor's job
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November 21, 4:05 PM

Examiner is growing

Do you remember full service gas stations? All you did was drive in and your
friendly attendant pumped your gas, cleaned your windshields and checked
under the hood. Maybe you even got a set of free glasses as part of a
promotion. That’s... Read More
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